SLEEK WARMTH

European Home’s eye-catching fireplaces are coveted by those seeking clean lines.

By Gregg Thompson

Holli Mathison, founder of European Home (Malden, Massachusetts), grew up appreciating the European fireplace designs and styles as a college student during a study abroad in Holland, while traveling as a sales manager for a software company. Her eye was drawn to the world. "Many designers from those regions like to use natural wood, stone, and white paints and fireplaces often have the look. Holli Mathison says, "The wood gives warmth, so the cool, clear colors." In short, a few years after Mathison took these design lessons on board, European Home emerged as the highly competitive world of fireplace manufacturing. Since then, European Home has been a leader in design and manufacturing of products for discerning consumers.

The company's first fireplace was the vision of marketing director James Hines. "A few years ago, I was in Amsterdam watching the fires, and I thought, 'I want to be a part of that.' The result was the "German" fireplace design, a modern take on the classic European hearth with clean lines and minimalist styling.

Mathison's idea was to create a fireplace that was both beautiful and functional. "We wanted it to be simple and elegant," she says. "We looked at how to make the simplest fireplace that was as luxurious as possible." The result is the "German" fireplace design, a modern take on the classic European hearth with clean lines and minimalist styling.

Mathison's design philosophy is to create a product that is both aesthetically pleasing and functional. "We want our fireplaces to be works of art," she says. "But we also want them to be practical and efficient." The "German" fireplace design is an example of this philosophy, with its minimalist styling and efficient design.

Mathison's approach to design is reflected in the "German" fireplace design. "We want our fireplaces to be works of art," she says. "But we also want them to be practical and efficient." The "German" fireplace design is an example of this philosophy, with its minimalist styling and efficient design.
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PRODUCT PROFILES

DENVER FIREPIT CHAT GROUP
Elegant angles and curves bring a new, transitional look to all-weather or indoor with Agio’s Denver firepit chat group. Outdoor fire pits continue to be a fast-selling item for homeowners with fire pits, and the Denver collection fits the bill, with four deep seating chairs that surround an elegant rectangular fire pit with a stunning, stainless-steel polished, high-quality, genuine wood. Contact (888) 907-7623 or www.agio-us.com.
Circle Reader Service No. 161

DESIGNER SURROUNDS FOR H SERIES FIREPLACE
Whether it’s Industrial, coastal, or minimalist/modern, showcase your unique style with a custom fireplace surround. Why use European Home’s new Digital Surround Builder, you can design your perfect surround for your H series fireplace. Choose from premium quality materials such as patina finished metals and natural stone. There are over 200 possible design combinations. Contact (781) 284-4163 or www.europeanhome.com/designer-surrounds/
Circle Reader Service No. 104

ECOFAN AIRMAX
The Ecofan Airmax delivers consistent performance with second-generation patented technology. This unique heat exchanger is designed to sit or top of your wood stove and activate warm air through the room, quickly and efficiently—powered only by the heat of the wood stove. Genuine finishes offer over 20 years of Canadian quality and innovation. Contact (800) 567-5356 or www.ecofan.com.
Circle Reader Service No. 102

BIG GREEN EGG CAST-IRON COOKWARE
High-quality cast-iron cookware is custom-designed with oven-rated, easy-to-grip handles to work perfectly with the EGG. The Dutch oven, deep skillet, grilling platter, and sauce pot are all built to deliver a lifetime of cooking enjoyment. Contact (718) 384-9394 or www.biggreeneggs.com.
Circle Reader Service No. 103

CLARITY 2118
This Clarity 2118 is a modern gas fireplace designed for smaller applications. This fireplace has crisp lines and luxurious features, including two flower bowls, a backlit-trim decorative frame, and a burnished metal finish. An infinity mirrored firebox, a hand-carved finish, and a burnished metal trim add to the elegance of the fireplace. Contact (847) 529-7370 or www.baselineag.com.
Circle Reader Service No. 103

AMERICAN FIRE PRODUCTS HARBOR GRAY GRANITE FIREPIT
Introducing the latest addition to the best-selling Cast Iron line by American Fire Products. The new Harbor gray granite is the perfect complement to any outdoor entertaining area, with a modern design. With optional finishes, this outdoor fireplace is perfect for entertaining and creating a beautiful outdoor living space. Contact (847) 529-7370 or www.baselineag.com.
Circle Reader Service No. 103

LANDMANN
LANDMANN Professional Series gas grills are constructed using all 304 stainless steel on grills, carts, and accessories. Featuring our Precision Temperature Control System (PTCS), this innovative patent pending firebox design provides both industry leading even heat cooking and easy cleaning. Contact (800) 774-7023 or www.landmannusa.com. Circle Reader Service No. 105

DELTA HEAT OUTDOOR-KITCHEN PRODUCTS
The grill in the combination of any outdoor kitchen, basin in the complete product selection is in stock. Delta Heat has thought through your experience cooking, storage, and maintenance needs. The company offers cooking, grilling, gas grills, and many more products that they need to ensure your experience is as smooth as possible. For more information, see our complete Delta Heat offering.
Circle Reader Service No. 106

GLASS SAFETY BARRIER FOR ELEMENTA FIREPLACES
The glass safety barrier for Elementa fireplaces is a system that allows air to move freely between two glass layers, including the best of the outer glass. This air circulates the way, and the airflow distributes heat, so no barrier is necessary. A clean and stylish look maximizes the visual effect of the fireplace and maintains the safety of the glass encasement. Contact (818) 314-6333 or www.mamapromontore.com.
Circle Reader Service No. 106

ZEN FIREPLIES BY OW LEE
Now for 2018, the Zen Fireply line is a contemporary line of fire pits that embodies the Zen philosophy of minimalism, simplicity, and serenity. The Zen Fireply line is designed to complement any outdoor living space and provide a tranquil atmosphere. Contact (800) 774-7023 or www.landmannusa.com. Circle Reader Service No. 105

PELLETVENT PRO CLEANOUT TEE
This tee vents your chimney, removing the need for external labor. Pelletvent’s unique opening design allows for complete cleaning of your pellet stove. Contact (800) 774-7023 or www.landmannusa.com. Circle Reader Service No. 105

Circle Reader Service No. 110